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1 ABSTRACT
Systems for structured knowledge extraction and inference have
made giant strides in the last decade. Starting from shallow lin-
guistic tagging and coarse-grained recognition of named entities at
the resolution of people, places, organizations, and times, modern
systems link billions of pages of unstructured text with knowledge
graphs having hundreds of millions of entities belonging to tens of
thousands of types, and related by tens of thousands of relations.
Via deep learning, systems build continuous representations of
words, entities, types, and relations, and use these to continually
discover new facts to add to the knowledge graph, and support
search systems that go far beyond page-level “ten blue links”. We
will present a comprehensive catalog of the best practices in tra-
ditional and deep knowledge extraction, inference and search. We
will trace the development of diverse families of techniques, explore
their interrelationships, and point out various loose ends.

Supportmaterial for attendees: Slides and other resources are
at https://sites.google.com/site/knowxtext/.

2 TARGET AUDIENCE: INTRODUCTORY TO
INTERMEDIATE

We will target early-career academic researchers and industrial
practitioners. Attendees are expected to have some basic familiarity
with text indexing and corpus statistics (tokenization, typical heavy-
tailed vocabularies, TFIDF). They are expected to be largely familiar
with undergrad statistics (probability, distributions, divergence).
Some elementary machine learning (clustering, regression and clas-
sification; logistic regression, support vector machine basics) will
also help but is not mandatory.
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3 MOTIVATION AND RELEVANCE TO THE IR
COMMUNITY

Before 2007 or so, interest in knowledge representation was limited
to researchers of symbolic AI, a section of semantic Web enthusi-
asts, and builders of question answering (QA) systems. Important
machine learning techniques were being invented for front-end
NLP such as POS tagging, chunking, and named entity recognition
(NER). But it was only after Wikipedia became among the largest
and most reputed repositories of semi-structured knowledge, and
Google purchased the Freebase knowledge graph (KG), that large-
scale analysis of the implicit and explicit links between knowledge
graphs and text corpora began to draw intense attention. With the
more recent triumph of deep learning, the pace of new develop-
ments has made it very tricky to keep track of best practices without
a birds-eye view of the field. Our goal is to provide a 10-year histor-
ical perspective that can guide a researcher or practitioner’s choice
of methods for a variety of extraction, inference and search tasks
that bring together text and knowledge representation for IR tasks.

4 OBJECTIVES
After attending this tutorial, attendees will be able to:

• Read and critically understand papers on information extrac-
tion, type prediction and entity disambiguation for corpus
and queries, closed- and open-domain relation extraction,
and entity ranking and question answering using these build-
ing blocks.

• Trace the evolution from feature-driven to deep learning
paradigms for solving the above problems.

• Get some initial familiarity with how modern information
extraction and neural entity search and QA systems are
implemented.

• Gain critical insights into what remain difficult problems in
these areas.

5 SCHEDULE AND CONTENT SUMMARY
Based on the experience of teaching a few graduate elective courses
and tutorials, we list below the important topics to be covered. As
we do this, we include key citations. All citations are listed at the end
of this proposal. Sections whose removal can shorten the tutorial
without drastic loss of continuity are color coded and marked with
a hollow bullet ‘◦’. The content will be collected into four 1.5-hour
lectures:

• Continuous embedding of words, entities, types and relations
• Morning break
• Fine typing and named entity disambiguation
• Lunch
• Closed-domain relation extraction and open information
extraction
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• Afternoon break
• Question answering using continuous corpus and knowledge
graph representations

5.1 Basics
Depending on the background of the audience, we need to cover
some subset of these topics to dive into the contents of this tutorial.

• Basic text modeling as sequence of tokens.
• Featurizing tokens, qgrams, word shapes, gazette features.
◦ Corpus and language models; topic models.
◦ (Text) classification: generative, conditional, discriminative.
• Word cooccurrence. Word embeddings [42, 49].
• Embedding-based comparison of query and passage [33, 55].
◦ Basics of feed-forward, recurrent, and memory networks.

In the interest of fitting thematerial in a day and keeping it coherent,
we will omit some closely related topics, on which references will
be made available:

◦ Coarse named entity recognition (NER)
◦ Coreference and record linkage

5.2 Continuous knowledge representation
Recent search systems depend on both unstructured text corpora
and structured KGs. Word embeddings trained from unstructured
text [42, 49] gave a similarity-based bridge between syntactically
distinct words. It gradually became clear that embedding KG-side
artifacts (types, entities, relations) in a compatible manner can en-
able us to bridge corpus and KG information more effectively. This
led to a recent explosion of efforts to embed the KG and relate those
embeddings through specific algebraic structures. A major applica-
tion is knowledge base completion (KBC), where a largely sound
but very incomplete KG is presented to the learning system, and it
has to infer high-precision additional relation tuples to materialize.

• The simplest structure [7] that a relation r is represented by
an embedding vector rrr and r (e1, e2) holds if (to the extent
that) we can fiteee1+rrr ≈ eee2. Unfortunately this ‘TransE’ model
does not support many-to-many relations.

• Another family of models [6, 29] fits a projection matrixMMMr
and a translationvvvr such thatMMMreee1 +vvvr ≈MMMreee2.

• Another view of multi-relational inference is via a order-3
tensor T ∈ RE×E×R where E is the entity set and R is the
number of relations (i.e., relation types). [47] discussed how
to factorize T to jointly embed each entity in RK , as well as
give a matrix representation of each relation in RK×K .

• A different approach is to embed not single entities but entity
pairs as a single vector −−→e1e2 ∈ RK , along with relations as
rrr ∈ RK , and then express Pr(r (e1, e2)) ∝ −−→e1e2 · rrr [51].

◦ Combining the matrix and tensor factorization approaches
have shown benefits [28, 57].

• The above approaches cannot model asymmetry, antisym-
metry, or transitivity, as is required by various relations.
Recently, more advanced methods such as Gaussian [23, 62],
holographic [48], order [61], and rectangle [58] embeddings
have been proposed to reduce or remove these limitations.

◦ The interplay between type and relation inference has been
further explored recently [27, 66].

5.3 Annotating fine types in named entity
mentions

Coarse NER resolves the types of named entity mentions only
a handful of very broad types. Studies [12] show that finer type
systems increase the accuracy of search applications. In this part
we will find out how to build systems that extend from coarse NER
tags to hundreds of fine types.

• FIGER [38], the system that popularized fine typing.
• Deep sequence models [56] for fine type tagging.
• Embedding types alongwith entities and contexts [20, 65, 70].
Multi-instance, multi-label models; mitigating label noise
[66] via neural attention networks.

5.4 Disambiguating KG entities in
unstructured text

The natural next step after fine type determination of a named
entity mention is to refine it further to the canonical ID of an entity
registered in one or more knowledge bases or knowledge graphs
(KGs), unless there is evidence that the mention is that of an entity
outside the KG. This step is called named entity disambiguation
(NED) or entity linking, and is of great use in joining and aggre-
gating evidence about an entity across multiple documents. NED
has seen sustained interest since around 2007, and performance
continues to improve even in 2017.

◦ Early systems: SemTag [14], Wikify [41].
◦ Local compatibility scoring, tree kernels [10].
• Leave-one-out coherence [13], phased coherence [43].
• Collective inference [32, 50]
• Context attention model [35], collective multi-focal attention
model [21].

• Using entity embeddings [67].
• Backprop through unrolled belief propagation [19].

5.5 Closed relation extraction
Another vital component of information extraction has been the
identification of canonical relations between pairs of entities men-
tioned in sentences.

◦ Brin [9] wrote a very early paper on bootstrapped relation
extraction using pattern-relationship duality. The idea was
to locate related entity pairs within a sentence in a corpus,
extract patterns from those sentences, filter and retain re-
liable patterns, then apply them on the corpus to extract
additional entity pairs.

• Agichtein and Gravano [1] further enhanced this paradigm
using an expectation maximization (EM) framework called
Snowball.

• As scalable NLP became commonplace, the simplistic pat-
terns used earlier were replaced or supplemented by features
from dependency parse trees and path kernels [11] defined
between dependency paths.

• Suppose each sentence gives a perfectly reliable 0/1 judg-
ment on whether a relation holds between two entities e1, e2
that occur in it. Then a relation holds between them if at
least one gives evidence. Also, multiple relations can hold be-
tween a given (e1, e2) pair. This leads to a multiple instance,
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multiple label (MIML) setting. Many papers propose distant
supervision schemes for relation extraction [2, 26, 44, 59].

• With the advent of deep learning, among the most successful
methods [60] has been to apply a convnet to a lexicalized
dependency path, pooling to an embedding vector rrr for the
relation, then combining rrr with entity embeddings eee1,eee2 to
output a confidence in the relation tuple r (e1, e2).

• We may also discuss other large knowledge harvesting sys-
tems such as NELL [45], DeepDive [71], and Google’s Knowl-
edge Vault [15]. Some of this work combines source quality
and trustworthiness with extraction confidence to aggregate
evidence.

5.6 Open entity instance and relation
extraction

A key limitation of closed relation extraction is that training in-
stances are needed for each relation, and each relation needs to be
recognized and canonicalized (assigned an ID, rather than being
known purely as textual representations). This does not scale with
tens of thousands of useful relations connecting entities.

◦ Early advances toward ‘open’ relation extraction were made
for two specific relations: instance-of and subtype-of. The
KnowItAll system [16] was among the first to collect e ∈ t
or t1 ⊂ t2 pairs with very light supervision. Hearst patterns
[24] and HTML list extraction were two major devices used.

• Over the next few years, type extractions were extended to
general open relation extraction1, termed open information
extraction or OpenIE [4, 17]. A common trick is to use lin-
guistic triggers to “self-train” a fast relation recognizer, then
cluster and clean up textual relation expressions.

• Further refinements in extraction quality were obtained
by a number of follow-up systems. REVERB [18] enforces
verb particles in relation expressions. OLLIE [40] expend
the repertoire of extractions to support enabling conditions
(if-then), attribution (person said “. . . ”), relational nouns (Mi-
crosoft cofounder X) and multi-ary relations.

• A recent theme is to embed open and canonical relations
in the same space to enable search and inference across
both [22].

5.7 Search and inference over extracted
knowledge

Queries where structured knowledge can contribute additional
quality are quite common in commercial search logs [37]. As a
downstream consumer of knowledge extraction, several flavors of
search have been studied.

◦ In the first, KGs are extended and cleaned by mining in-
complete KGs, possibly in conjunction with large text cor-
pora (see previous sections). Then these extended KGs are
searched by translating entity-oriented natural language
queries into structured queries [5, 68, 69] and executing
these against the (augmented) KG.

• The second viewpoint, closer to the IR community, is that
no KG is perfect or close to complete, and that we will never

1https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/openie.html, http://openie.allenai.org/

anticipate necessary or helpful extractions ahead of query
time. Therefore, query systems must be designed to find
evidence in a representation that combines [3, 30, 39, 52, 54,
64] structured KG with partly-structured corpus.

• Path Ranking [34], cascaded matrix operators [22], or Prob-
abilistic Soft Logic [31], and composing embeddings along
relation paths [46] have also been explored.

• Wewill study the use of attention [63] andmemory networks
[8, 36, 53] for question answering.
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